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When you need the highest level of innovative
Lung Cancer Care, you’ll find it right here at
Methodist Hospitals.

Our overriding goal – and passion – is to
provide the best possible treatment and
outcome for you. We do this by combining the
latest diagnostic technologies and advanced
treatment options with comprehensive
rehabilitative services and supportive care to
heal your body and nourish your spirit. 

You should Choose
Methodist because...
Methodist Hospitals offers two of the 
most advanced diagnostic technologies 
for lung cancer:

� Northwest Indiana’s only Electromagnetic
Navigation Bronchoscopy (ENB) allows
physicians to look deeper and farther 
into very narrow and peripheral lung areas
than previously possible.

� Northwest Indiana’s most advanced
Endobronchial Ultrasound (EBUS) technology
produces precise, 3D imaging for lung cancer.

Endobronchial 
Ultrasound (EBUS)

Endobronchial Ultrasound (EBUS) is an
emerging technique which offers a more
precise, minimally-invasive way of assessing a
patient's lymph nodes
and determining if
lung cancer has
spread to other parts
of the body. 

EBUS involves a
special endoscope
with ultrasound built
into the tip. It allows
physicians to view
inside a patient's
airway and into the
lungs to detect
tumors as small as a
centimeter in size. Using this breakthrough
technology, Methodist Hospitals oncologists can
biopsy tiny tumors and stage the cancer before
major surgery, which can significantly affect
tumor management and improve the patient's
outcome, with a minimum of discomfort.

Lung cancer is typically diagnosed after it has
already spread, and long-term prognosis for
patients is often poor. But with EBUS and its
ability to accurately show the cancer stage,
patients with early-stage lung cancer may avoid
more extensive surgery. With less-invasive
procedures, patients may require shorter
hospital stays and less pain medication. 

Electromagnetic 
Navigation 
Bronchoscopy (ENB)
Electromagnetic Navigation Bronchoscopy
(ENB) is a minimally invasive procedure that
enables your physician to evaluate your lungs
and navigate through small airway passages to
reach lung nodules for diagnosis and treatment.
A lung nodule is a mass of abnormal tissue that
can either be benign or malignant.

Similar to GPS technology, ENB guides the
physician through the patient’s natural airways.
This procedure, performed by a pulmonologist,
thoracic surgeon or cardiothoracic surgeon,
enables the physician to take tissue samples in
regions of the lung that are not reachable with
traditional bronchoscopy. Until now, physicians
have relied on needle biopsy or surgery to
reach these tissue samples – both of which 
can cause complications.

we help you breathe easier
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